
How CopyPress Partnered with 
PathForward to Connect with a 
Changing Demographic—and 

Set Them on Track to Double the 
Revenue of Their Former Brand

CASE STUDY

50%
Increase in 

total page views

30%
Jump in organic 
search volume

“CopyPress creates fantastic, 
high-performing content for us.

It’s the handshake that a lot of 
people get when they first meet 
our company. CopyPress wrote 
it—and our audience loves it!”

Nick Fonteix,

Brand Champion and 
Digital Marketing Specialist, 

PathForward
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Challenges
Connecting their brand with a new 
demographic of young millennials

When Nick Fonteix joined VSE to help rebrand an 
underperforming service —and increase its appeal to a new 
generation of customers—he had a challenge on his hands.

The legacy service in question was Hollywood Psychics, a 
sister brand to Expert Link’s primary psychic service. Expert 
Link is one of VSE’s most notable businesses.

While revenue was falling, there was a light on the horizon. 
Analytics showed that the demographic of people using 
Hollywood Psychics was actually expanding. 

Part of VSE Inc. PathForward 
is a 24/7 psychic service provider 
connecting practitioners with 
clients. 

What sets PathForward apart 
is its commitment to deliver 
actionable guidance that helps 
clients become their best selves.

Highlights

Challenges

• Underperforming legacy 
service in need of a rebrand

• Needing to reach a changing 
demographic of younger 
millennials

• Struggling to develop tone 
of voice that built emotional 
connection with audience

• Lacking internal bandwidth 
to scale content marketing 
and drive more traffic and 
revenue 

Nick explains: “While our primary psychic service 
strongly resonates with white women, Gen Xers, and 

boomers, we noticed that Hollywood Psychics was 
increasingly resonating with younger, culturally and 

racially diverse, millennials.”

As leaders in the psychic services niche, Expert Link saw this 
shift in audience as an opportunity to reinvigorate the brand 
under a new name: PathForward.

But there were several roadblocks standing in the way   
of progress.

https://www.pathforwardpsychics.com
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Solution

PathForward partnered with 
CopyPress who:

• Delved deep into the 
brand’s new demographic 
and created a young and 
vibrant tone of voice  
to match

• Hand-picked writers who 
are representative of the 
demographic so copy  
was authentic

• Created long-form content, 
blog posts and infographics 
that score high on SEO  
and readability

• Edited and quality tested 
every article, saving rewrites 
down the line

• Repurposed reams of 
existing content and 
brought it up to new  
brand standards

Results

• PathForward is on track to 
earn double the revenue of 
former brand

• CopyPress has been 
instrumental in that growth

• Brand clearly differentiated 
from sister service

• 50% jump in page views

• 30% increase in organic 
search volume

• CopyPress content 
responsible for 5% of all 
company conversions

• Integrity and trust at  
heart of partnership

“We occupy the exact same vertical as our sister 
brand, so we faced the threat of self-competition 
and even self-cannibalization if we didn’t develop 

a truly unique brand voice,” says Nick. 

“We knew we needed content that was more 
engaging, more vibrant, and more active. But often 

the harder you try to come across as cool and casual 
and young, the more likely you are not to,” Nick says. 

Finding their voice

Digital marketing expert, Nick, knew that content marketing 
had a major role to play in telling the new brand’s story, 
establishing an emotional connection, and driving more traffic 
and revenue. 

But first, he needed to develop a brand voice, which came 
with a risk.

Traditionally, psychic services tend to be spoken about in 
specific, narrow language that is quite vanilla. PathForward 
needed to create a young, vibrant, and authentic voice for 
the brand. 

PathForward knew what they needed to do; they just didn’t 
quite know how to get there.



“We were launching PathForward as a very lean, efficient, and minimal team, so we had gaps in 
our line-up particularly around content production,” says Nick. 

“To really hit the ground running with a clear voice and engaging, SEO-focused content, we 
urgently needed to find someone capable of giving us that lift.” 

Of course, finding their voice was only the first step in getting closer to prospects and customers. 
PathForward would need to create and publish fresh and exciting content regularly to connect with the 
new demographic. 

But they didn’t have the internal bandwidth to do that. 

“We occupy the exact same vertical 
as our sister brand, so we faced the 
threat of self-competition and even 

self-cannibalization if we didn’t 
develop a truly unique brand voice.”
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Solution
CopyPress creates a vibrant tone of voice and its ‘phenomenal’ 
writers create content to help the new brand differentiate itself

Nick learned that Expert Link had previously used CopyPress to help its other brands stand out, and he 
liked what he saw.  

CopyPress had a strong track record creating optimized content for big-name clients. Even better, they 
offered the level of support he needed to capture a brand voice that resonated.

Developing the brand’s voice and personality

First of all, PathForward relied on CopyPress’s team of strategists to develop a younger, more diverse 
tone of voice that suited millennials.

CopyPress’s deep discovery explored company metrics to fully understand the brand. 

They learned about PathForward’s specific demographic, its niche and vertical, and core values and 
principles. CopyPress was then able to connect with PathForward’s audience, writing content in a 
modern, vibrant way. This started to draw in new customers.

“CopyPress created a new tone of voice that matched the feel and vernacular of our target 
millennial demographic. We could start talking about our service in a way that was more 

casual, personable, and individual. Even hipper, and a little bit 

Quality content creation 

Next, CopyPress’s certified writers and editors put the new tone of voice into practice, creating long-form 
content and blog posts that were easy to search for, find, and read. 
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“After a short adjustment period, every piece of content CopyPress produced was in line with 
our brand voice to the point that I’ll still occasionally turn to past articles written by CopyPress 

to establish how I should speak about a topic,” says Nick.

“The language their writers use, and the way they speak on the cultural and social issues we 
ask them to write on, is so on point.”

“CopyPress’s writers are of phenomenal quality,” says Nick. “They’re sharp and create fun, 
engaging copy that captures our brand tone and sounds organic.” 

With a team of around 2,500 writers and editors, CopyPress hand-picked writers who were representative 
of PathForward’s demographic, ensuring the content felt authentic.

CopyPress’s process is simple and pain-free. PathForward generates content ideas and keyword direction 
using a third-party platform and then shares it with CopyPress writers. 

Next, writers produce compelling, on-brand content that scores high on SEO and readability. Articles are 
edited and quality tested, so they’re in good shape before PathForward sees them, eliminating the need 
for rewrites down the line.

CopyPress also rewrote and repurposed existing content for the previous brand, bringing it up to 
standard for PathForward and ensuring it was engaging and SEO-friendly.

Hitting the SEO sweet spot

Nick is particularly impressed how CopyPress’s editorial team always follows the best SEO practices and 
with zero hand-holding.



“CopyPress’s writers are of phenomenal 
quality. They’re sharp and create fun, 

engaging copy that captures our brand 
tone and sounds organic.”

“CopyPress has excellent standards of practice for how keywords should be used,” he says. 
“Anytime we send them an article brief, they take our keyword recommendations and seamlessly 

mold them into the copy. The way content flows doesn’t feel forced, it feels organic.” 

Nick adds: “They’re also great about using keywords properly in the H2 tag and for images and 
captions. They do all the things you want to see on a technical level and are instantly on 

top of everything, with zero guidance from us.”

High-impact infographics

CopyPress produced additional assets for PathForward, including static and interactive infographics. 
These enable PathForward to share content in a memorable and visual way. 

Nick loves the infographics and calls them “organic powerhouses” for the brand.

“The infographics CopyPress produces are exciting and always clearly branded towards us,” he 
says. “They help us get key messages across simply and bring a lot of new traffic to our website.” 
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Results
On track to earn double the revenue of former brand as PathForward 
successfully connects with a dynamic new demographic

Since reconnecting with its audience, PathForward is on track to earn double the revenue of its   
legacy brand. 

Nick says the content marketing crafted by CopyPress is instrumental in that growth.

“CopyPress creates fantastic, high-performing content for us,” says Nick. “What’s particularly 
pleasing is that much of the engagement we see is from new visitors to the site. It is the 

handshake that a lot of people get when first meeting our company—CopyPress wrote it 
and our audience loves it.”

Nick attributes impressive metrics on everything from traffic to conversions directly to CopyPress’s 
content marketing. Specifically:

• • CopyPress content is responsible for 5% of all the company’s conversions. 

• • While CopyPress contributes 50% of PathForward’s content, its work accounts for 60% of traffic. 
“CopyPress has an oversized hand in how much it pulls people towards our content,” explains Nick.

• • PathForward saw a 50% jump in total page views in the past year, which is partly attributed to 
CopyPress’s content. 

• • Organic search volume has increased 30% year over year, which Nick says is: “Owed to the excellent 
SEO implementation of CopyPress.” 

• • Nick is highly satisfied with his partnership with CopyPress and the results they achieve together. 



Nick recommends CopyPress to any business looking to put a unique voice behind their brand—and 
create exciting optimized content that gets them noticed. 

“The work we receive from CopyPress is always high quality and any requests that we make for 
changes are made very quickly,” says Nick. “I’d love to see us expand our content offerings and 

I definitely see CopyPress being a part of that as we move forward.”

“I take pride in the quality of content that we publish as well as the quality of our site and 
service,” says Nick. “We needed to separate our brand from our sister brand to make this 
company work and thanks to CopyPress it’s striking how very different they now seem.”

“We needed to separate our new brand from our 
existing sister brand. Thanks to CopyPress it is 

striking how different the two brands seem.”
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Find out what CopyPress can 
do for your company

LEARN MORE

https://www.copypress.com/content-writing/

